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Because human nature is so often irrational and
passional, William Faulkner many times offers portraits
of people who are the antithesis of rationality and
morality.

Thus, it is not surprising to observe

Faulkner's extensive use of aberrant, or deviant,
characters, especially aberrant women, since the author
generally associates this group with the volatile,
passional elements in life.

These disturbingly abnormal

women possess as a group certain characteristics that
become a remarkably consistent pattern in the
Faulknerian canon.
Faulkner's aberrant women invariably have at least
one trait in common:

they become destructive forces

that bring about the ruin of others and often themselves and, hence, are associated with death.

Also,

these women have, to some degree, fallen short of
achieving fulfillment as women by means of sexual love
and motherhood, which are natural feminine roles.
Another trait that Faulkner's aberrant women have is
an incongruous blend of masculine and feminine characteristics, a blend which is taboo in the author's
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Yoknapatawpha world.

Also, they possess an inability

to accept the pleasure principle manifested by the
erotic impulses.

Finally, many critics believe that

Faulkner's aberrant women show an affinity for evil.
These aberrant traits are manifested in Temple
Drake in Sanctuary, Caddy Compson in The Sound and the
Fury, and Joanna Burden in Light in August.

Temple

Drake is an adolescent temptress, Caddy Compson a
social outcast, and Joanna Burden a sterile spinster;
these women, along with several others, venture outside of their traditional spheres and, as a result,
bring about despair and death.

The author may be using

this type of character to imply that the corruption of
women is indicative of a cultural disintegration,
since women generally represent the nucleus of family
and community affairs.
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Introduction

"Evil is a part of man, evil and sin and cowardice,
the same as repentance and being brave.

You got to

believe in all of them, or believe in none of them.
Believe that man is capable of all of them, or he ain't
capable of none"; this statement made by an old Negro
in The Fable is an important revelation of William
Faulkner's concept of good and evil.

Further, it may

be a partial explanation for the extremely complex and
diverse characters that Faulkner presents in his
fiction.

Because human nature is so often irrational

and passional, Faulkner many times offers portraits
of people who are the antithesis of rationality and
morality in an attempt to bring understanding out of
the confusion resulting from the inexplicable nature of
man and woman.

Thus, it is not surprising to observe

Faulkner's extensive use of aberrant, or deviant,
characters, especially aberrant woman, since the author
generally associates this group with the volatile,
passional elements in life.

In Faulkner's Women:

Characterization and Meaning, Cleanth Brooks declares
in the introduction, "Faulkner's treatment of woman
throughout his fiction indicates that he did indeed
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find them marvelous and wonderful--in their capacity
for horrifying depravity as well as in their capacity
2
for sheer goodness."

It would seem worthwhile, then,

to analyze the characteristics that these aberrant
women possess as a group within the Faulknerian canon.
Faulkner's aberrant women with "their capacity for
horrifying depravity" invariably have at lease one
trait in common:

they become destructive forces that

bring about the ruin of others and often themselves
and, hence, are associated with death.

That Faulkner's

women generally fall into one of two categories--the
creative or the destructive--is substantiated by Sally
R. Page in Faulkner's Women:
Meaning.

Characterization and

She comments that this division is created

by "the dynamic tension between the forces of life and
the forces of anti-life" (p. xxvii).
in this assumption.

Page is accurate

In Faulkner's gallery of female

characters, there are many who assume a destructive
role:

the adolescent temptress, the social outcast,

the prostitute, the self-centered mother, and the wanton
spinster.

In "Faulkner's Woman:

'Demon-Nun and Angel-

Witch,'" Naomi Jackson labels the author's destructive
women as "bitches":

The bitch-type woman . . . is sterile,
nymphomaniac. She may be motivated by
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frustration, as is Joanna Burden, or Miss
Minnie Cooper in 'Dry September.' She may
be motivated by the crude desire of Mink
Snopes' wife, or the cool materialism of
Ike's wife in 'The Bear,' or the whimpering
wants of Temple. But whatever her motivation,
her invitation is blatant, unfeminine as we
customarily think of femininity. . . .
3
Faulkner's bitches . . . are destructive.

Jackson's important assertion brings us to another
point about Faulkner's deviant women:

their abnormal

sexual conduct.
All of these aberrant women have, to some degree,
fallen short of achieving fulfillment as women by means
of sexual love and motherhood, which is the natural
feminine role.

This unfulfillment leads to the woman's

downfall, which, according to Page, inevitably leads
to death, whether it is a physical or spiritual one
(p. 94).

Faulkner's emphasis on the importance of sex

in his fiction is perhaps partly explained by an astute
comment made by Harry Campbell and Ruel E. Foster in
William Faulkner:

A Critical Appraisal:

"Faulkner

apparently believes that one shows human character more
illuminatingly by putting it in a sex situation and
most illuminatingly by putting it in an abnormal sex
-4
situation.

This statement is undeniably true since

Faulkner seems almost obsessed with the uses and abuses
of the sexual principle.

Page states that Faulkner sees
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perversion of this principle as a negative force
because his characters who have sexual aberrations are
always destructive, as illustrated by Mrs. Compson and
the adult Caddy in The Sound and the Fury and Temple
Drake in Sanctuary (p. 93).

This is a valid judgment,

but Page errs when she comments that Faulkner views
these lost women as victims of their heredity and
environment as much as victims of their own conduct.
These women are largely responsible for their fate.
Surely Faulkner believes that man is capable of directing his own life; those who triumph are those who
make their lives worthwhile through their own actions,
who assert their will.

Some of these sexually unful-

filled women actually reach such a depraved level that
they commit crimes against humanity; Page remarks that
sometimes "the woman gradually becomes so entrenched
in decay that her very appearance reveals her inner
tragedy" (p. 102).

This is true in the case of Joanna

Burden in Light in August, described as " .

. a head

with hair just beginning to gray drawn gauntly back to
a knot as savage and ugly as a wart on a diseased
5
bough."

The outward appearance reveals the inner

corruption of the woman.

In Faulkner's fiction, seldom

does love go well; love belongs to the passional in
life.

It is a rage, a fury.

9

Another trait that Faulkner's aberrant women have
in common is that they are an incongruous blend of
masculine and feminine characteristics, a blend which
is taboo in the author's Yoknapatawpha world and one
which partly effects their downfalls.

Joachim Seyppel

in William Faulkner cites some examples of women
characters who are "hermaphrodites"--women with masculine traits, both physical and mental, women with
unnatural, unfeminine natures; often they have boyish
6
figures and lack natural feminine sensuality.

Seyppel

names, in particular, Cecily in Soldier's Pay and
Patricia in Mosquitoes (p. 27), but we might also
include Temple in Sanctuary, and Caddy in The Sound and
the Fu, who is always the aggressive one, the leader
even as a child.

Also, Seyppel states that Mosquitoes

contains a poem named "Hermaphroditus" in which this
line appears:

"A kind of sterile race:

women too

masculine to conceive, men too feminine to beget."

The

critic asserts that this line is a comment upon the
barrenness and fruitlessness of the modern era (p. 27).
True, Faulkner does voice an apprehension that the
roles of male and female will be so obscured, so
mangled that life will cease to flourish.

Particularly

in relation to some of the younger, modern women does
this fear emerge.

In Faulkner's Women:

Characterization
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and Meaning, Brooks asserts that among the author's
most fascinating portrayals are those of women "pushed
out of their proper orbit."

This statement is a

tribute to Faulkner's ability to create impressive
female characters, but Brooks is wrong when he assumes
that Faulkner's attitude toward these masculinized
women is sympathetic (p. xvii).

Leslie Fiedler is

probably more correct in taking the opposite view when
in Love and Death in the American Novel he remarks that
Faulkner's attitude is one of disdain and revulsion,
at least toward many of the young women in his earlier
?
novels.
An additional characteristic that Faulkner's
aberrant women possess is an inability to accept the
pleasure principle, often manifested by the erotic
impulses.

Faulkner at times presents a clash in

Mississippi between a stern Anglo-Saxon morality, or
Protestantism, and a passional Latinate morality, or
Catholicism.

The Catholic mind is seen as shrewd,

cultured, aesthetically inclined, traditional, and
appreciative of the erotic drive; on the other hand, the
Protestant mind is not always intelligent or appreciative of beauty and aesthetic matters.

This disregard

for beauty is exemplified by Faulkner's description of
the formal, stiff church music in Light in August:
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The organ strains come rich and resonant
through the summer night, blended, sonorous,
with that quality of abjectness and sublimation, as if the freed voices themselves were
assuming the shapes and attitudes of crucifixions, ecstatic, solemn, and profound in
gathering volume. Yet even then the music
has still a quality stern and implacable,
deliberate and without passion so much as
immolation, pleading, asking, for not love,
not life, forbidding it to others, demanding
in sonorous tones death as though death were
the boon, like all Protestant music. (p. 347)

Here and in other passages Protestantism is associated
with death and negation, not life and affirmation.
Faulkner declares, also, that Protestants are not at
ease with the pleasure principle; instead, they repress
this force and, as a result, become frigid, sterile.
In one of his evening reveries in Light in August,
Hightower realizes how Protestants sublimate the erotic
drive:

"Pleasure, ecstasy, they cannot seem to bear:

their escape from it is in violence, in drinking and
fighting and praying" (p. 347).

Furthermore, Faulkner

suggests that white women as a rule are particularly
an affront to the passional instinct, which is found
more naturally in black women; white women are not part
of the sensuous female line, as sometimes evidenced by
their tendency to possess masculine traits.
Many critics believe that Faulkner's aberrant
women show "an affinity for evil," voiced by Mr. Compson
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8
in The Sound and the Fury.
fication for this belief.

And there may be justiThe

In William Faulkner:

Yoknapatawpha Country, Cleanth Brooks comments,
In nearly every one of Faulkner's novels,
the male's discovery of evil and reality is
bound up with his discovery of the true
nature of woman. Men idealize and romanticize women, but the cream of the jest is
that women have a secret rapport with evil
which men do not have, that they are able
to adjust to evil without being shattered by
it, being by nature flexible and pliable.
Women are the objects of idealism, but are
not in the least idealistic.9
The idea that man learns about evil and reality by
means of woman is certainly true in the cases of Horace
Benbow in Sanctuary, Quentin Compson the The Sound and
the Fury, and Joe Christmas in Light in August.

Brooks

further states, in "William Faulkner, Vision of Good
and Evil," that Faulkner's women are "always a little
beyond good and evil," a remark that implies that they
10
follow no moral code.

Brooks has reached a very

important point in a somewhat circuitous fashion:
Faulkner has an acute sense of the radical differences
in male and feamle psychology at the root of which is
the assumption that men are logical, rational, idealistic, while women are intuitive, natural, realistic.
If Fiedler does not agree that Faulkner's women are
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evil, he does argue that they are the closest beings
to evil, for Faulkner

. . reminds us (again and again!) that men
are helpless in the hands of their mothers,
wives, and sisters; that females do not think
but proceed from evidence to conclusions by
paths too devious for males to follow; that
they possess neither morality nor honor; that
they are capable, therefore, of betrayal
without qualm or quiver of guilt but also of
inexplicable loyalty; that they enjoy an
occasional beating at the hands of their men;
that they are unforgiving and without charity
to other members of their own sex . . . that
they use their sexuality with cold calculation to achieve their inscrutable ends. . .
(p. 319).

Many of Fiedler's accusations are viable, but he would
be wise to present specific examples for each sweeping
statement that he makes because certainly there are
exceptions to his claims.

In an assessment of Faulkner's

evil characters, Campbell and Foster contend that those
characters who have sexual abnormalities (such as
Temple Drake in Sanctuary and Joanna Burden in Light in
August) are morally upright.

This analysis, however,

is far too simplistic in judging Faulkner's remarkably
complex characters.
Having defined some of the most notable characteristics of Faulkner's deviant women, it now seems
justifiable to argue that Temple Drake in Sanctuary,
Caddy Compson in The Sound and the Fury, and Joanna
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Burden in Light in August are chief examplars of the
aberrant type of female.

First, these women are

destructive and are responsible for their own ruin as
well as others'; their destructive temperaments lead
Temple and Caddy to death-in-life existences and
Joanna to a physical death.

Also, lacking sexual ful-

fillment and unable to satisfy their feminine roles as
nurturers of men, they deny or are denied the natural
female course, the traditional female role which
demands that they be custodians of family and community.
As a result, they turn to criminal acts or injustices
against humanity:

Temple is responsible for the deaths

of several people, Caddy is responsible for the death
of her brother and for the desertion of her child, and
Joanna is responsible for the death of Joe Christmas.
In addition, these women are an unnatural mixture of
masculine and feminine traits, both physical and mental,
which indicates that all are deficient in some essential
female qualities.

Also, Temple, Caddy, and Joanna are

of the Protestant tradition and, therefore, not equipped
to handle the pleasure principle:

Temple attempts to

sublimate the principle by involving herself in violence
and drinking, Caddy by assuming a rigid frigidity, and
Joanna by praying and later becoming violent.

Finally,
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a case may be made that each of these women possesses
an affinity for evil.

The aberrant behavior of

Temple Drake, Caddy Compson, and Joanna Burden will
be the focus of this study.

Chapter I
Temple Drake

Sanctuary is a brutal novel clearly illustrating
the capabilities of man to commit atrocities against
his fellow man.

The novel begins with Horace Benbow,

an idealistic lawyer, who stops to drink at a spring
on the Old Frenchman place on his way to Jefferson.

He

is accosted by a small man with "that vicious depthless
1
quality of stamped tin."

Named Popeye, he is a

racketeer presently involved in a moonshining operation.
Finally convinced that Benbow knows nothing about his
illegal activities, Popeye takes him to the ruined
plantation in which reside Lee Goodwin (head moonshiner), Ruby Lamar (his common-law wife), their baby,
and Goodwin's old deaf and blind father.

Also present

are several other men, all of them moonshiners.

After

Benbow dines with this motley group, he is given a ride
into Jefferson on a truck loaded with whiskey, enroute
to Memphis.
On the next afternoon, Benbow encounters Gowan
Stevens, an egocentric college student who believes
that manhood is measured by the amount of liquor one
consumes.

Stevens is visiting Benbow's widowed sister,
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Narcissa, a woman as self-centered and destructive as
her name implies.

When Stevens leaves Narcissa's

home, he drives to Old Miss to pick up his date,
flirtatious and boyish Temple Drake.

After their date,

Stevens gets drunk and, next morning, misses the train
on which he was to escort Temple to a baseball game.
When he drives and manages to catch up at the next
station, Temple jumps from the train and gets in the
car.

Disgusted by Stevens' disheveled appearance,

Temple demands that he return her to the university, but
he insists upon taking her to the game.
On the way, Stevens decides to stop at the Old
Frenchman place to buy more whiskey.

Wrecking his car

when he hits an obstacle in the rutted road, Stevens
encounters Popeye, who takes the couple to the house.
Temple finds Ruby in the kitchen preparing to fix dinner.

They converse, and Ruby, once a prostitute, sees

through Temple's coquettish behavior.

When Temple

sees Stevens again, he is drunk, and Popeye refuses to
drive them into town.

Temple, apparently frightened,

spends the evening dashing in one door and out another
and displaying her sexual attractions before the
lecherous men.

During the night, she does not remain

alone but is visited periodically in a dark bedroom by
Ruby, then by Popeye--who stands silently over her
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prone body, later by Goodwin--who takes his raincoat
from her, and finally again by Popeye and Tommy--who
is a simpleton.

When the men finally leave to make a

delivery, Ruby takes Temple to the barn where they stay
until daylight.
Upon awakening the following morning, Stevens
becomes embarrassed over his inability to hold his
liquor and begins walking to town; unable to face
Temple, he pays a farmer to get Temple and drive her
to town.

In the meantime, at the house, Temple, totally

unconcerned about Stevens' whereabouts, panics when
she sees a man watching her from some bushes and, consequently, leaves the comparative safety of the house
for the dangerous isolation of the barn.

There she

desperately orders Tommy to protect her from the other
men, but to no avail, for Popeye shoots and kills Tommy
and then brutally rapes Temple with a corncob.

(Goodwin

apparently has similar intentions but arrives too late.)
Immediately afterward, Popeye takes Temple to Miss
Reba's house of prostitution in Memphis where she spends
the next few months.

On the way, Temple has an

opportunity to escape but chooses not to; her false
sense of propriety makes her afraid that someone she
knows might see her in her present situation.
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When Goodwin discovers that Tommy is dead, he sends
Ruby to the nearest farmhouse to call the sheriff.

He,

however, is arrested for the murder but, because of his
fear of Popeye, refuses to defend himself.

Benbow,

agreeing to defend Goodwin during the trial, is told
the truth by Ruby, who explains about Temple.

For a

while, Temple's whereabouts are unknown; soon, however,
corrupt Senator Snopes finds out where she is and sells
this information to Benbow, who realizes that Temple's
testimony will be essential if Goodwin is to be cleared
of the charges.

So he talks to Temple at Miss Reba's,

and she assents to testify in Goodwin's beha]f.
Popeye, in the meantime, has been regularly
visiting Temple.

Because of his impotence, he sometimes

brings along a comrade named Red to perform the act
that he cannot.

Temple, who comes to prefer the viril-

ity of Red to the sterility of Popeye, attempts to
meet the younger man without Popeye's perverted supervision, but Popeye learns about her infidelity and
murders Red.

He then starts south but is apprehended

in Birmingham and accused of murdering a policeman.
Refusing to defend himself, Popeye is, ironically,
executed for a crime that he did not commit.
Benbow, confident that Goodwin will be released
after Temple's testimony, is horrified to learn that
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Temple is totally depraved when, for no apparent reason,
she lies on the witness stand by declaring that Goodwin
was the rapist.

That night Goodwin is taken from jail

saturated with gasoline, and burned to death by an
angry mob defending the Southern concept of female
purity.

The last scene is rather Jamesian in that

Temple and her distinguished father are sitting in the
Luxembourg Gardens in Paris; Temple is described as
"sullen and discontented and sad," an indication that
her degeneration is complete (p. 379).
Upon closer analysis, we may perceive that Temple
Drake fits all of the specifications of the aberrant
female.

First, she is undeniably destructive, for she

brings about her own downfall as well as that of others.
Page asserts,

Temple Drake is the young virgin whose beauty
and sexuality suggest life's potential for
creativity and fulfillment. However, in
Sanctuary the virgin is totally corrupted.
Temple's perverted use of her sexual powers
is symbolic of man's utter corruption of
the natural process of life through his evil,
his selfishness, and his naive misunderstanding of the nature of reality. (p. 72)

Page is right in this assumption, but she tries to
account for Temple's demonic actions by emphasizing her
youth and lack of experience.

Temple may be naive,

impetuous, and easily frightened, and, as Page states,
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her destruction may result from " .

. a combination

of her cruelly selfish lust which makes her completely
disregard the well-being of any other person and her
childish naivete which makes her incapable of anticipating the extent of the evils in which she is
involved" (pp. 80-81).

However, Temple's lack of

experience does not excuse the utter cisregard for
human life which she displays.

Temple is seventeen

years old and described as having many childlike
features; nevertheless; in Faulkner's Women:

The Myth

and the Muse, David Williams comments that the author
associates Temple with destructive elements and
describes her with appropriate images:

cold, empty

eyes, an "arrowlike" and "match-thin" body, her mouth
"painted into a savage cupid's

bow."2

Even the thinness

of her body is indicaLive of destruction, for Williams
posits that "the fullness and massiveness of the
nourishing good mother, closely identified with earth,
is entirely absent from the portrait of Temple" (p. 143).
Critics are divided in opinion as to whether
Temple is self-destructive.

In Force and Faith in the

Novels of William Faulkner, Kenneth E. Richardson states
that, although Temple creates havoc in the lives of
others, she comes through her grotesque experiences
unscathed, only bored and dissatisfied as she is seen
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in the Luxembourg Gardens.

3

On the other hand,

Joanne V. Creighton in "Self-Destructive Evil in
Sanctuary" contends that this exhibition of boredom
and discontent is the very proof that Temple has
4
destroyed any chance of happiness or peace for herself.
Creighton is correct, as is Maxwell Geismar in Writers
in Crisis:

The American Novel Between Two Wars.

Geismar assures us, "Temple Drake gains no stature
through her suffering.

Rather, she willingly submits

5
to her own disintegration, and hastens it along."
Perhaps she "willingly submits' because she suffers
very little.

From the beginning of her experience

with Popeye, Temple apparently revels in her depravity.
But more important even than her own destruction is the
ruin that Temple brings to others:

death to Tommy,

Red, Goodwin, and even Popeye, and disillusionment to
Benbow.

Lawrence S. Kubie in "William Faulkner's

Sanctuary" makes an interesting observation by asserting
that all of these men, with the exception of Popeye,
try to assist her in some way, yet she becomes "the
6
blind, dead instrument of revenge."

She indirectly

kills Tommy when he becomes her protector, Red when he
becomes her lover, Goodwin when she lies in court about
his innocence, and Popeye when she derides him to the
point that he does not care to live; and, of course,
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she introduces Benbow to the evil inherent in human
nature and crushes his fragile idealism.

(Ruby does

not remain untouched either because Temple kills the
only man for whom Ruby was willing to prostitute
herself.)

Rubie presents a psychological interpre-

tation of Temple's actions when he declares that her
tendency to ruin those

. . . who are essentially normal in their
masculinity fits the whole history of her
defiant, rebellious, and provocative
attitude toward boys and men. Her career
seemed to shape itself out of her hate of
her father and her four stalwart brothers.
It is almost as though she said, "To be a
woman is worse than death or the same as
death. Therefore I will take my revenge
upon all you men who are really men. I
will excite your desires, but I will not
satisfy them. I will laugh in the face of
your yearnings.
I will gloat over you and
scorn you as you drink yourselves into
impotence. And finally I will be the instrument of your actual bodily destruction."
(p. 142)

Kubie's theory of Temple's hatred for males is feasible
generally; however, since she is probably not intelligent enough to consider her motives in such a logical
manner, we may assume that Temple simply responds to
the inherent evil in her nature.

In "Faulkner and

(Southern) Women," Linda Welshimer Wagner attempts to
provide a sympathetic interpretation to most of
7
Faulkner's women characters, including Temple.

She
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defends Temple's perjurious remarks in this way:
"The legal system, Horace Benbow's smug assumptions,
the underworld culture as well as her family's unrealistic expectations, her own bleak future--Temple
has a great many things to resent" (p. 135).
simply not acceptable.

This is

The final dubious remark made

by Wagner is a reference to Temple as "obviously
naughty" (p. 135).

What an understatement!

Williams

asserts that much of the evil in Sanctuary is caused
by man's cognitive faculties, his need to know, a need
that unwittingly violates the female principle, which
is instinctual.

He says, "Temple, whose name seems at

first subtly ironic, is revealed more and more as a
true and terrible temple; from the moment of her
profaning by consciousness, she begins to assume her
unconsciously destructive character" (p. 149).
The second characteristic of aberration is that
Temple fails to achieve sexual fulfillment and actually
perverts her erotic drive.

According to Faulkner's

code of morality, Temple is sexually irresponsible when
she forsakes her natural feminine role of motherhood
for selfish, carnal gratification; the irony is that
she does not achieve this gratification.

This can be

seen by a study of some examples of Temple's sexual
conduct as they unfold in the novel.

Page asserts that
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Temple, although only seventeen, has learned to use her
sexual powers to lure men, but she has never considered
the possible ramifications of her actions very closely
Further, Page points out that many of Temple's actions
enhance her allure or physical appearance:

she slips

out at night to dash around town with boys in sports
cars, she purposefully arrives late at dances to
create a spectacle, and she daringly leaves the train
to meet Gowan Stevens (p. 77).

Temple's willing

acceptance of her role as prostitute is not so remarkable when we understand that she is debauched even as
a virgin.

Even at Temple's state of physical

virginity, Fiedler (p. 320) calls her type "the coed
as nymphomaniac Venus," and he is assured of the girl's
innate depravity:

She fooled no one; the wife of a gangster
into whose hideout she has stumbled sees
immediately that though Temple . . . is
still the Girl on the Run, she no longer
means to run quite fast enough to get away.
And even Gowan Stevens . .
is not too
drunk to understand what she really wants,
though drunk enough not to be able to take
advantage of his knowledge. "Don't think I
don't see your name where it's written on
that lavatory wall!" he tells her in impotent
spite. It is the final degradation; the holy
name on the lavatory wall! (p. 322)

Fiedler's interpretation is humorous, but he is justified and completely serious in his accusations against
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Temple Drake.

In the kitchen at the decayed mansion,

Ruby learns that Temple is on probabion at the
university because she was caught sneaking out at
night with the town boys.

Through this and other bits

of information, Ruby comes to understand what Temple
is; she even prophesies (p. 691 just how Temple will
later act with Red when she bitterly says, "You don't
know what it is to be wanted by a real man.

And

if he is just man enough to call you whore, you'll say
Yes Yes and you'll crawl naked in the dirt and the mire
for him to call you that. .

."8

Ruby later tells

Benbow that Temple brought the rape upon herself by
constantly running around in front of the lustful men.
In The Novels of William Faulkner, Olga W. Vickery
claims that Temple uses her adolescent teasing with
the men in the same way that she always did with the
college boys; however, the college boys knew the
behavior expected of them and complied while the men
9
do not know Temple's game and do not care to learn.
As Vickery remarks, "For them, the only relationship
between a man and a woman is sexual; and crude and
violent though it may be, it still possesses a vitality
and forcefulness which at once repels and attracts
Temple" (p. 107).

Perhaps this statement helps to

account for Temple's not leaving the Old Frenchman
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place even though she is free to go.

Another indica-

tion of her willingness to be corrupted is that during
the night she spends there, Temple displays a perverse
anticipation of what may befall her.

She later tells

Benbow her thoughts as Popeye came to her in the dark
room:

"Then he was standing over and she was saying

Come on.
don't.

Touch me.

Touch me!

You're a coward if you

Coward! Coward!" (p. 262).

This incident

suggests that Temple knows what she is doing and is a
willing participant in her ruin.
Also, as a ritual of participation, Temple uses her
face powder and lipstick in most unusual circumstances.
She applies makeup on her way to Miss Reba's bawdy
house and even as she anticipates being raped.
Temple's attitude toware rape is important here.

Page

argues that Temple as a white Southern woman has learned
to fear rape as the greatest degradation of female
purity.

(The irony is that she has been spiritually

impure for years.)

Because of her horror of this

occurrence, " .

she consciously desires Lthe rape/

to be accomplished so that her excessive dread of the
disaster can be ended," according to Page (p. 78).
Perhaps she does fear her rape, but we are also led to
believe that Temple perceives it as an avenue to
exciting adventurcs.

On this issue, Vickery contends,
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"Since she does not will her rape, but only passively
suffers it, she is freed of responsibility for it, thus
enabling her to preserve her social innocence no matter
what physical or moral degradation she experiences"
(p. 108).

True, the girl does not assume responsi-

bility for her actions, but the moral flaw is that she,
in many respects, does "will" her rape.

When Temple

becomes a resident at Miss Reba's house, she apparently
undergoes no great trauma.

Page asserts that she has

essentially played the part of a prostitute for years;
her mark of distinction, however, has been her virginity.

Therefore, when "polite conventions are dropped,"

she simply openly assumes her natural role (p. 78).
Another important revelation of Temple's true character
takes place upon Popeye's first visit to Temple at
Miss Reba's when Temple informs him that the doctor
has told her not to engage in sexual practices for a
while (she is not yet aware that Popeye is unable to
function

sexually); "'No, no,' she whispered, 'he said

I can't now he said . . ."(pp. 190-91).

The word to

notice is "now"--Temple has immediately accepted her
new role and is willing to play her part.

And we

certainly cannot forget Horace Benbow's horror as
Temple retells the events to him at Miss Reba's:
went on like that, in one of those bright, chatty

"She
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monologues which women can carry on when they realize
that they have the center of the stage; suddenly
Horace realized that she was recounting the experience
with actual pride, a sort of naive and impersonal
vanity .

." (pp. 285-59).

Temple shows actual

pleasure at the turn that her life has taken.

But

perhaps the best testimony of Temple's aberrant sexual
conduct is presented by Miss Reba, who tries to get
rid of the girl when she learns that Temple, Popeye,
and Red are involved in a sexual triangle in her
"respectable house" (p. 307).

Even Miss Reba finds

Temple's behavior highly immoral.
A third characteristic that qualifies Temple as
a deviant type is that she is an incompatible mixture
of masculine and feminine traits.

Fiedler claims that

Faulkner is repulsed by Temple and her kind because,
rather than being the ideal of the sultry, alluring
female, they are a rejection of femininity (p. 321).
Even her body is anti-feminine:

"Long legged, thin

armed, with high small buttocks--a small childish
figure no longer quite a child, not yet quite a woman"
(p. 106).

Fiedler states that Faulkner dislikes the

female who assumes a more aggressive, manly role
instead of the compliant, conventional feminine role;
the critic presents evidence from Sanctuary when.
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before her rape, Temple tries to wish herself into
becoming a man in order to prevent Popeye's attack
Contending that the girl is totally de-

(p. 321).

feminized when she pleads with Red to satiate her
urgent sexual desires, Fiedler believes that Temple
is one of fiction's most ignoble women because she
possesses ". . . a programmatic concupiscence entered
upon as a declaration of independence, is in short a
queasy male image of the flapper--the New Woman of
the 1920's.

Not content to be violated, the woman

becomes the violator and Faulkner responds with
nausea . . ." (pp. 322-23).

Fiedler's point is well

taken: his acumen is further demonstrated in his
interpretation of Temple Drake's name.

The name

. evokes both a ruined sanctuary and the sense
of an unnatural usurpation:

woman become a sexual

aggressor--more drake than duck- (p. 320).

Bravo!

Most critics perceive Temple as the epitome of the
young twentieth century woman, an unnatural woman to
Faulkner, at least in this stage of his development.
Irving Howe in William Faulkner:

A Critical Study

calls Temple "that abomination of castrating femaleness," and then proceeds to declare that she

. . . rouses currents of disturbance that
cannot be understood or justified strictly
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in terms of the novel itself. Again and
again, the thought--or sight--of her drives
Faulkner to a pitch of hysteria and nausea,
as if in her compulsive negation of the
10
feminine she were also its evil apotheosis.

Still another indication that Temple is deviant
is her sublimation of the instinctual pleasure principle.
That she has numerous sexual encounters does not mean
that she has accepted this principle; instead, she
perverts sex and makes the act unwholesome.

In fact,

nowhere in Sanctuary does Temple participate in "normal"
sex.

We also view her repression of the pleasure

principle by her insensitive, mechanical appearance,
by her smoking and by drinking large amounts of
alcohol at Miss Reba's house, and by her initiating
and condoning the violence that destroys Lee Goodwin.
There is certainly nothing sensual in Temple's appearance, which is many times referred to in destructive,
often mechanical, terms; the author writes that she
possesses a chilling aura ".

. with her high delicate

head and her bold painted mouth and soft chin, her
eyes blankly right and left looking, cook, predatory
and discreet" (p. 32).

There seems to be nothing human

or perhaps something more than human in those vacant
eyes, "calm and empty as two holes" (p. 82).

In the

following description of her last encounter with Red,
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one is struck by the inhuman images used to portray
Temple:

He came toward her. She did not move.
Her eyes began to grow darker and darker,
lifting into her skull above a half moon of
white, without focus, with the blank rigidity
of a statue's eyes. She began to say Ah-ahah-ah in an expiring voice, her body arching
slowly backward as though faced by an
exquisite torture. When he touched her she
sprang like a bow, hurling herself upon him,
her mouth gaped and ugly like that of a
dying fish as she writhed her loins against
him. (p. 287)

Temple also develops a callousness and insensitivity-even toward herself--equal to that of her outward
appearance, as evidenced by the incident in the Grotto
ladies' room after she has been abused by Popeye:
the mirror she examined her face.
'it didn't leave a mark, even'. .

"In

'Shucks,' she said,
.

She added a

phrase, glibly obscene, with a detached parrotlike
effect.

She painted her mouth again" (p. 280).

We

learn, too, that not only does she curse (another
indication of repression) but she also smokes cigarettes
and drinks large amounts of alcohol when she can get
such quantities during her stay in Memphis.

Perhaps

the most horrifying aspect of Temple's degeneration is
her total lack of respect for human life.

Temple

Drake calculatingly murders Lee Goodwin when she
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perjuriously remarks that he, not Popeye, was her
rapist; the mob simply carries out the sentence that
she lays upon him.

Afterward, she suffers not at all.

Finally, the assumption that Temple possesses a
kinship with evil can hardly be denied with the
preceding examples as proof.
Faulkner:

Irving Malin in William

An Interpretation remarks that Temple, who

is seeking excitement, represents "the American girl
who wants to go to Hollywood."11

According to Malin,

Temple is influenced by alluring attractions and, thus
by evil:

She accepts evil as an attractive and
exciting force, and it carries the same
connotative value for her as the sex appeal
she has heard about at street corners or
in parked cars. Temple is actually so weakwilled that she has been raped symbolically
long before her encounter with Popeye
(pp. 33-34).

Malin is right in that Temple is drawn to evil; moreover, she apparently develops a love for her sordid
condition and debased nature.

As Richardson states,

". . . her capacity for inhuman and destructive acts
grows as her capacity for love and responsibility
diminishes" (p. 80).

By the close of the novel, she

values human love not at all, as evidenced by her final
meeting with Red, whom she is willing to sacrifice to
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Popeye's vengeance in order to satisfy her physical
desires one last time.

Page makes appropriate remarks

about Temple's outward appearance as symbolic of her
inner corruption in the following passage:

The outer garments that Temple dons in the
course of the novel--the flower-splotched
Chinese dressing gown, the glittering dancing
frock, and the black garments of the trial
scene--signify the progressive inner decay
of her soul. Each time she gazes at her
image in a mirror . . . there is reflected
the outward appearance which indicates her
betrayal of the normal feminine role and
her compact with evil. (p. 80)

But a discussion of evil in Sanctuary cannot deal
exclusively with Temple because, if she is aligned with
evil, Popeye is evil incarnate:

Popeye as a child cut

up love-birds and a kitten with a pair of scissors and
as a man murders people without batting an eye.
Because he does not have the ability to create life, he
rapes Temple by artificial means, and because he has no
respect for life--not even his own--he allows himself
to be destroyed.

Backman asserts that Popeye and

Temple share an ignorance of honor, integrity, or virtue,
and that both are equally self-centered (p. 44).
"Isaac McCaslin and Temple Drake:

In

The Fall of New

World Man," Lewis P. Simpson perceives Popeye and Temple
as representative of Adam and Eve fallen once again in
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the New World.12

Simpson's statement may not be

accurate, however, since these two have no virtue to
lose.

Temple is corrupt from the beginning of the

novel, but during its course her debasement does
become complete.

Simpson further declares that Temple

(unlike her fictional American sisters Daisy Miller and
Milly Theale) at the end of Sanctuary does not leave
the New World for the Old to assert her innocence in a
world of corruption.

She is totally defiled.

Sitting

in the Luxembourg Gardens with her father, she symbolizes
for Simpson ". . . the utter end of the dream of the
moral regeneration of mankind in the beautiful and
fertile Garden of the New World.
salvation" (p. 101).

For her there is no

This is a good observation.

Many critics voice doubts about the significance
of the last scene of Sanctuary, but Giliane Morell in
"The Last Scene of Sanctuary" presents an excellent
argument for its validity.

Morell states that the last

scene is perfectly compatible with the themes of the
novel in that the depraved Temple is seated with her
judge father in front of the building of law and order-the Senate--in Paris.

13

What masterful irony!

The

setting could not be more appropriate in light of the
fact that the major themes in the novel, according to
Morell, are "evil, corruption, and the failure of
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justice" (p. 335).

Here are the closing lines of

Sanctuary:

Temple yawned behind her hand, then she took
out a compact and opened it upon a face in
miniature sullen and discontented and sad.
Beside her her father sat, his hands crossed
on the head of his stick, the rigid bar of
his moustache beaded with moisture like
frosted silver. She closed the compact and
from beneath her smart new hat she seemed to
follow with her eyes the waves of music, to
dissolve into the dying brasses, across the
pool and the opposite semicircle of trees
where at somber intervals the dead tranquil
queens in stained marble mused, and on into
the sky lying prone and vanquished in the
embrace of the season of rain and death.
(pp. 379-80)

Williams believes that the repetition of forms of "die,"
the emphasis removed from Temple and placed on the
universe, and final word "death" help to create a
"tone of cosmic annihilation" (p. 129).

He may be

correct, for this tone is present in other Faulkner
novels and is especially evident in the earlier ones.
Assuming that Faulkner views modern man (and woman) as
a mere shadow on the land in comparison to heroic
peoples of the past, we may better understand his
attitude of doom.

Because Temple's depraved nature

surely has significance beyond her own fate, it is not
surprising that Faulkner ends the work with a cosmic
flavor.

Chapter II
Caddy Compson

The Sound and the Fury is a masterful novel
detailing the disintegration of an old Southern family.
Divided into four sections, the action unfolds through
the sometimes complex narratives of the three Compson
brothers--Benjy, Quentin, and Jason--and by an omniscient
narrator who places emphasis on Dilsey, the Negro servant.

The focus of all three brothers' sections is

Candace, or Caddy, their "lost" sister.
Beautiful One':

In "'The

Caddy Compson as Heroine of The Sound

and the Fury," Catherine B. Baum remarks that the
ordering of the sections is a chronology of Caddy's life:
Benjy is concerned with Caddy as a child, Quentin with
'
her as an adolescent, and Jason with Caddy as an adult.
Further, Baum claims that the last section reveals the
bleakness of life without Caddy; the word "cold" is
used numerous times to exemplify the loss of love and
life that Caddy represented (p. 35).

This may be a

reasonable hypothesis, but perhaps a better reason for
the existence of the fourth section is that Faulkner
wished to convey the idea that, despite the decay of
individuals within society, those people (like Dilsey)
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who represent the honorable in life, who possess love,
compassion, self-sacrifice, pity, and a sense of duty,
are the ones who withstand the forces of corruption and
uphold mankind's values.
The mother, Caroline Compson, is a selfish,
pretentious woman who believes that she lowered herself
socially by marrying into the Compson family.

Disliking

her natural role as nurturer, she--as an escape--has
played the role of dying invalid for many years.

All of

the children grow up totally unguided by a mother's
love, all except perhaps Jason, the only child Mrs.
Compson cares about and the only one unable to return
her affection.

Mr. Compson is a helpless, refined man

whose shattered idealism has taken the form of deadly
cynicism and nihilism.

As a result, he can offer his

children little direction or help (he does sell his land
to pay for Caddy's wedding and Quentin's Harvard education, however) and slowly drinks himself to death.
Benjy, an idiot, spends most of his days moaning,
slobbering, and crying, but his beloved Caddy has always
been able to appease him.
vides:

Benjy loves what Caddy pro-

protection, security, maternal love.

Caddy,

who does not allow the other children and servants to
tease him, instinctively knows what he wants when he
cries.

As a child. Caddy willingly bestows her affection
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upon him; however, when she reaches adolescence, she
begins to also love other men just as willingly.

When

Benjy senses the change that is taking place in Caddy,
he rebels and attempts to make her stay the same, but
her change is inevitable.

Besides what Caddy stands

for, the only things that Benjy loves are the pasture
that his father sells and bright, shiny objects like
fire and mirrors.
Quentin, a moody, intelligent boy who is the
victim of his own morose thoughts, has undertaken to
preserve a vestige of the family's decaying honor, a
vestige in the form of Caddy's virginity, an attempt
doomed to failure.

Even as a child, Quentin takes

upon himself the duty of protecting Caddy, but she-with a naturally assertive will--rejects his protection
When Quentin, who is virginal himself and obsessed
with virginity, learns that Caddy no longer possesses
her maidenhead, he (with the instinctual idealism of
his father) is shattered.

To try to prevent Caddy's

marriage after she becomes pregnant, he even tells
Mr. Compson that he and Caddy committed incest, but to
no avail.

Two months after the wedding, Quentin drowns

himself in a river in Cambridge.

Caddy marries a man--

Sydney Herbert Head--whom she does not love and who is
not the father of her child.

When Head finds out about
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the child's patrimony, he divorces Caddy within the year.
After Caddy has the baby girl that she names Quentin,
she sends the child to be raised by her family and
supports herself by prostitution.
Jason, the cold, ruthless one intent on gaining
materially at any price, becomes the head of the family
when his father dies.

His first action as head is to

send Benjy to the state asylum.

Jason hates Caddy

because he wants to believe that she destroyed his
chances of assuming a bank position promised by Head.
When Caddy sends monthly checks for Miss Quentin's
care, Jason appropriates them and calculatingly dupes
his mother, an action that allows him to steal the
money to make investments in the cotton market.

As a

teenager, Miss Quentin is locked into her room at night
but slips out of the window to meet her lovers.

When

she runs away with a man in a travelling show, she does
not neglect to take the money that Jason has stolen from
her over the years as well as some that he has personally saved, in all, nearly seven thousand dollars.
Jason, impotent in his frustration and rage, does not
catch the lovers and lives with an even more consuming
hatred for the rest of his life.

(It is interesting

to note that Jason, the only Compson in the position to
produce a legitimate heir, does not do so; the Compson
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family name, therefore, is terminated with his
generation.)
The last section focuses on Dilsey, the loyal
black servant who manages to hold the family together
for many years.

She is a positive force in the lives

of the children but is unable to devote much time to
their care because she is kept so busy performing
household tasks and waiting on the whining Mrs. Compson.
She refuses to quit work when Jason cuts off her
weekly wages, and when everyone laughs at and scorns
Benjy, Dilsey cares for him and takes him with her to
church on Easter morning.

She tries to be the protector

of Miss Quentin, Jason's victim, but is rejected and
slandered for her efforts.

One of Faulkner's most

admirable characters, Dilsey demonstrates unflagging
devotion,

In

self-sacrifice, compassion, and love.

Faulkner's words, she and her kind "endure" (p. 22).
Before we turn to Caddy as an aberrant character
in Faulkner's fiction, a point must be clarified:

as a

child, Caddy manifests several admirable qualities-bravery, independence, self-sufficiency, love.

However,

as she matures, these attributes are warped until by
her full maturity few traces of them remain.

Many

critics perceive Caddy in an almost totally positive
light, although Baum does comment that some take the
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opposite view, such as two critics who call Caddy "a
promiscuous nymphomaniac" and "a sensitive, beautiful
girl, but given to bitchery from her early teens" (p.35).
But perhaps the best evaluation of Caddy is given by
Andre Bleikasten in The Most Splendid Failure:
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury, when he states,

We can find out what she represents for
Benjy, Quentin, and Jason; we never discover
what she actually is. Hence her many and
contradictory faces: she is in turn sister
and mother, virgin and whore, angel and
demon; she at once embodies fecundity and
foulness, the nostalgia for innocence and
the call to corruption, the promise of life
and the vertigo of death. She is in fact
what woman has always been in man's
imagination: the figure par excellence of
the Other, a blank screen onto which he
projects both his desires and his fears,
his love and his hate.2

This shrewd analysis is, once again, a tribute to the
complexity of Faulkner's moral vision; Caddy Compson
simply cannot be summed up in a trite statement.

The

general consensus seems to be that she is basically a
good girl but becomes a tragic figure mistreated by the
world.

However, the contention of this study is that

Caddy Compson, knowing the difference between good and
evil, shapes her own disastrous destiny as well as that
of her brother and daughter.
mental in their views.

The critics are too senti-
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The first piece of evidence that Caddy is aberrant
is that she becomes a destructive force and brings
about her own ruin as well as that of others.

But in

order to understand her destructive nature, we must
realize that the problems of the Compson family germinate with the cold, self-centered mother, who fails to
give her children the love and affection that they
crave; in essence, Mrs. Compson is the primary destructive force in the novel.

As a result, the children are

all, in some respect, abnormal.

Page rightly states,

"The Compson children do not mature; they fail to
assume the human responsibility for the reproduction and
nourishment of life and thereby commit themselves to
death" (p. 71).

In the novel, Benjy relates an incident

in which Caddy states her hope for punishment when she
and Quentin get wet in the branch, but they receive
nothing at all from their indifferent mother (p. 39).
Later, Jason tells about an incident in which Mrs. Compson
sees fifteen-year-old Caddy being kissed by one of her
beaux; on the next day, the woman walks around the house
dressed in black and weeps for her "dead" daughter
(p. 247).

Richardson asserts that sympathy is evoked

for Caddy because of her mother (p. 73).

But we must

also remember that Caddy grows up under the loving and
positive influence of Dilsey; further her brother,
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Quentin, in his own weak way, tries to instill in her
a sense of morality.

When Caddy becomes destructive

she is perfectly aware of the implications of her
actions but does nothing to halt them and has no regard
for what her family thinks.
selfishness.

She is motivated by

Richardson asserts that Caddy becomes

selfish because she cannot find the motherly love that
she needs; seeking that love, she rejects Benjy and
Quentin because they seek in her a mother figure
(p. 73).

This may be partially true, but Richardson

is incorrect when he asserts that Faulkner's reference
to The Sound and the Fury as "the tragedy of two women"
is about Caddy and Mrs. Compson (p. 73).
is not a tragic figure:

Mrs. Compson

there is nothing noble in her

character, and the reader feels no sympathy or understanding toward her.

The statement is in reference to

Caddy and her daughter Quentin.
But let us turn to Caddy as a destructive power.
If there is a character in the novel whose life is shaped
by an outside force, it must be the girl Quentin.

Caddy

determines the outcome of her daughter's life when she
freely gives up the child to the very people who were
instrumental in warping her own happiness and who are
representative of an inhuman lovelessness.

Totally

denying her natural role as mother (the worst of female
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sins, according to Faulkner), she assumes a life of
prostitution and sends monthly checks to alleviate her
guilt.

To the critics who argue that she has no choice

in relinguishing her child when she becomes a prostitute so that Quentin will not follow her mother's
example, we must remind them that in the early twentieth
century the vocational choices for woman, if not large,
extended considerably beyond prostitution.

If Caddy

had really wanted to be a mother to her child, she
could have undoubtedly found a more sedate position in
which she could have kept Quentin.

The irony is that

her daughter does follow in her mother's steps.
Brooks states in William Faulkner:

As

The Yoknapatawpha

Count,

The child is nearly everything that Jason
bitterly accuses her of being: she is a
cheap little wanton, offering herself to
almost any man who puts in an appearance,
and in her wantonness she resembles her
mother. But the daughter lacks certain
virtues that her mother possessed:
graciousness, pity, and disinterested love.
(pp. 139-40)

Caddy and Miss Quentin might have been each other's
salvation.

But under the direct influence of Jason,

who obviously has an abhorrence of women and of sex,
Miss Quentin learns only distrust and hate.

Before she

runs away, she reaches such a state of desperation that
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she wishes herself to be in hell so that she can be
away from Jason.
leaves for her.
brother Quentin?

This is the legacy that her mother
And what about Caddy's effect upon her
Within Caddy is Quentin's motivation

for suicide; also within Caddy is the power to prevent
his suicide.

But she does not.

The Appendix in The

Sound and the Fury clearly indicates that Caddy knows
Quentin is suicidal and is willing to let him die
without interference; "Knew the brother loved death
best of all and was not jealous, would (and perhaps in
the calculation and deliberation of her marriage did)
have handed him the hypothetical hemlock" (p. 10).
This irreverence for human life is perhaps the best
indication of all that Caddy is a destructive force.
Caddy is also responsible for her own ruin.
Baum posits that her moral disintegration may be traced
through her encounters with the seven most important
men in her life, who are Benjy, Charlie, Dalton,
Quentin, Herbert, Jason, and the Nazi general (p. 39).
This is a valuable observation.

Baum asserts that with

Benjy Caddy possesses an innocence associated with
childhood and only begins to lose that when she becomes
attracted to Charlie in early adolescence.

Then in

her relationship with Dalton Ames, she seeks love

from

someone outside of the family and, as a result, suffers
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a physical and emotional defloration (p. 39).

In her

relationship with Quentin, she exudes a despairing
attitude at the loss of love; by the time she marries
Herbert, according to Baum, her capabilities of loving
are dead (p. 41).

(At this point, we may reasonably

ask why a young girl would allow herself to be destroyed
by one unrequited love affair.
own destruction.)

She seems to will her

By the time of her adult encounters

with Jason, Caddy is a broken, spiritless woman (p. 43).
In his section, Jason states that, as he taunts her,
"she acted for a minute like some kind of a toy that's
wound up too tight and about to burst all to pieces"
(p. 227).

Finally, asserts Baum, in her relationship

with the Nazi general, Caddy's ruin is complete, and
she is eternally damned (p. 44).

When the librarian

goes to see Jason in his store, she presents him with a
picture of this Caddy, "a picture filled with luxury
and money and sunlight," but one that does not belie
the emptiness of Caddy at fifty years old.

Seated in an

expensive car and wearing a coat made from seal, she is
"ageless and beautiful, cold serene and damned" (p. 12).
Page is right in commenting, "The cold and serene adult
Caddy is the woman whose capacities for participation
in the normal reproductive process have been destroyed"
(p. 180).

Finally (p. 16) the librarian, after several
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frantic efforts to help Caddy, comes to a profound
understanding:

I?

. . Caddy doesn't want to be saved

hasn't anything anymore worth being saved for nothing
3
worth being lost that she can lose."

Lawrence E.

Bowling in "Faulkner and the Theme of Innocence" gives
an excellent analysis of Caddy's spiritual condition
as she is last seen in The Sound and the Fury:

She is "damned" not because she committed
fornication and bore an illegitimate child
but because, living in a state of perpetual
sin, she has neither desire nor hope for
redemption; but, most of all, she is damned
because, instead of accepting her duty to
her child and being the best mother she
could, she abandoned the child to the same
household which had been her own ruin.4

Besides being destructive toward others and
herself, Caddy seems also to be a symbol of the
destruction of Southern society.

The old Southern code

of chivalry and honor is metaphorically annihilated by
the young girl who regards her virginal state as "no
more than a hangnail" (p. 10).

Michael Millgate in

"The Sound and the Fury" perceives Caddy's attempt to
break from tradition as inherently weak but nevertheless
positive when he asserts, ".

. she is brought . . . to

break with traditional patterns and, in so doing, to
demonstrate just how moribund those patterns have become,
how irrelevant both to modern conditions and to the
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needs of the human psyche."5

In accordance with

Faulkner's beliefs about the necessity of male and
female roles for the maintenance of a stable society,
we may assume that the author perceived Caddy's actions
as potentially dangerous rather than heroic.

Further,

Caddy comes to represent the dearth of some qualities-namely honor and fidelity--that are essential to the
preservation of any society.
The second major characteristic of the aberrant
female that she exhibits is abnormal sexual conduct
which perverts normal desires.

Revelations of Caddy's

abnormal behavior are best divulged by her brothers
Benjy and Quentin, neither of whom has a normal sibling
relationship with his sister.

Early in the children's

lives, an incident occurs at the branch which foreshadows their behavior as adults.

When Caddy gets her

dress wet in the branch, she daringly asserts that she
will take it off; Quentin, already his sister's protector who desires her to be modest and pure, slaps her
when she takes her dress off.

Losing her balance,

Caddy slips and falls down in the water and gets her
drawers muddy.

This fall is an obvious foreshadowing

of another fall that Caddy will take as an adolescent.
Benjy, seeing his sister in this soiled and sodden
state, reacts in this way:

"Caddy was all wet and
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muddy behind, and I started to cry and she came and
squatted in the water" (p. 38).

Alarmed by her

appearance, Benjy is soon pacified by his surrogate
mother.

Jason, always isolated from his family, stands

a short distance away and treacherously states that he
will tell on them.

That night, Dilsey helps Caddy to

undress and, seeing the dried mud, "She wadded the
drawers and scrubbed Caddy behind with them.
soaked clean through onto you.' she said.
get no bath this night" (p. 93).

'It done

'But you won't

Once again, this

foreshadowing of Caddy's future sexual conduct is
stressed.

Bleikasten contends that Caddy is closely

associated with water in every scene in which she is
presented (p. 60).

Further, these scenes invariably

have sexual overtones.

Bleikasten states that Quentin,

in particular, recognizes this association of water
with flesh, and ".

. the sight of his sister and of

the drenched dress clinging to her body is no longer
an innocent spectacle.

And when he slaps her for

having undressed, he introduces by this very gesture the
first suspicion of evil into a hitherto intact childhood
world" (p. 61).
The relationship between Caddy and Benjy is not a
normal one because he wishes Caddy to perform all the
duties of a mother for him and becomes highly agitated
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when he senses that she is isolating herself from him
in her sexual promiscuity.

Benjy's impressions of

Caddy are almost entirely sensory:
like trees, or she does not.

she either smells

Her "tree" smell to

Benjy might represent either a sexual or a virginal
tonality.

Page summarizes the situation well in this

way:

When Caddy dons her cheap perfume, when she
is embraced by Charlie, and when she engages
in illicit sexual relations, Benjy weeps not
so much because he is an "innocent" who
senses that the new odors signify the severing of the bonds of Caddy's motherhood. He
is wholly comforted on the first occasion,
for Caddy immediately washes herself and gives
her perfume to Dilsey. On the second occasion
Caddy is overcome by confusion, flees Charlie,
and clings to Benjy, weeping. On the third
occasion Caddy can no longer comfort Benjy,
for the bond between them has been broken.
(p. 52)

Benjy, aged three mentally, does not love Caddy but only
what she represents to him.

Some critics have asked if

the relationship between Caddy and Benjy is incestuous,
but the answer is probably no.

In "Miss Quentin's

Paternity Again," Carvel Collins refutes the claim made
by George R. Stewart and Joseph M. Backus that Benjy is
6
Miss Quentin's father.

Collins is entirely correct in

doing so, for Caddy does go astray in her sexual
activities but never so far as to seduce her idiot
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brother!

However, the idea that Caddy's and Quentin's

relationship is incestuous is a well grounded one, as
we shall see.
Quentin is the brother who, according to the
loved not his sister's body but some

Appendix, ".

concept of Compson honor precariously and (he knew well)
only temporarily supported by the minute fragile membrane of her maidenhead . . ." (p. 9).
indicates two important points:

This statement

first, their incestuous

relationship (granted that they have one) is never
consummated, and, second, Quentin has an obsessive
theoretic preoccupation with virginity (his own as well
as Caddy's).

In his complex section, Quentin several

times recalls conversations with his father when they
discuss the importanct- (and for his cynical father, the
unimportance) of chastity:
you are a virgin:
virgins.

"And Father said it's because

don't you see?

Women are never

Purity is a negative state and therefore

contrary to nature.

It's nature is hurting you not

Caddy and I said That's just words and he said So is
virginity

. ." (p. 135).

Page asserts that Caddy,

always a passionate child, freely gives her love to
Dalton Ames since she has no regard for the virginal
state.

True, she does love Dalton, but after their

affair is over, Caddy no longer discriminates between
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sexual partners.

Page declares, "The deadly serenity

that is born in her is the sign that the naturally
responsive and loving child has been sacrificed to the
unnatural--sex without love" (p. 65).

The utter despair

that Caddy adopts with the loss of Dalton is a totally
abnormal way to adapt to a frequent occurrence among
men and women.

So strongly does she react that she is

willing to make a futile and perverse suicide pact with
Quentin, which he clumsily fails to carry out.
Doubling and Incest/Repetition and Revenge:

In

A Specula-

tive Reading of Faulkner, John T. Irwin points out the
obvious parody of sexual intercourse during their
7
discussion about the phallic knife.

Quentin narrates

their conversation thus:

will you close your eyes
no like this youll have to push it harder
touch your hand to it . .
push it are you going to
do you want me to
yes push it
touch your hand to it (p. 171)

Joseph M. Backus in "Names of Characters in Faulkner's
The Sound and the Fury" asserts that Candace's name gives
a clue to the incestuous relationship between herself
8
and her brother.

For in Ovid's Heroides (Epistle XI),

there appears a girl named "Canace," who has had
incestuous relations; Backus attributes the discrepancy
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between the two names to Faulkner's artistic subtlety
(p. 228).

This theory is feasible.

Although the

relationship is incestuous in nature, Brooks is right
in William Faulkner:

The Yoknapatawpha Country in

assuming that brother and sister do not physically
consummate it:

"Caddy was highly sexed but no nympho-

maniac, was monogamous and even moral in her fashion.
Her sexual affinity was never Quentin but a tough, hard,
soul-less man, vide the casual soldier who got the
child on her, and the German general" (p. 444).

However,

when Quentin talks to his father about committing incest
with Caddy, he voices the fear that she might have gone
along with his plan if he had asked her:

and i i wasnt lying i wasnt lying and he you
wanted to sublimate a piece of natural human
folly into a horror and then exorcise it with
truth and i it was to isolate her out of the
loud world so that it would have to flee us
of necessity and then the sound of it would
be as though it had never been and he did you
try to make her do it and i i was afraid to
i was afraid she might . . . (p. 195)

In some respects, the roles of male and female are
reversed in Quentin and Caddy since Caddy loses her
virginity early (a phenomenon generally associated with
young males), while Quentin does not lose his at all.
Their actions are not in accord with the Southern
tradition.
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This reversal of roles brings to appraisal the
third main characteristic of Faulkner's aberrant women:
the possession of masculine traits.

Even as a child,

Caddy possesses many masculine tendencies:

leadership,

aggressiveness, self-reliance, boldness, even foolhardiness.

It is Caddy--and not any of her brothers--who

climbs the tree to peer in at her grandmother's funeral
to learn about death; it is Caddy who boldly announces
that she is not afraid of the snake that crawls out from
under the house; it is Caddy who dares Jason to tell on
her when whe gets wet in the branch and then removes
her dress to dry.

And, finally, it is Caddy who cares

nothing at all about the preservation of her virginity.
Although Caddy does bear a child, she rejects her
motherhood role, an indication that she lacks some
essential feminine qualities.

Further, she lacks a

natural feminine sensuality when she coldly indulges in
sex always with a sense of revulsion.

Here we arrive at

the fourth trait of Faulkner's deviant women:

a

rojection of the pleasure principle.
Belonging to the Protestant tradition, Caddy is
unable to be at ease with her erotic impulses.

She

tells Quentin that she does not enjoy her relationships
with men, that she does not love any of them, yet she
continues to sleep with them.

Perhaps a key phrase in
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support of Caddy as an aberrant type is this:

"did you

love them Caddy did you love them When they touched me
I died" (p. 168).

Further, by the time she marries,

Caddy has developed an aversion to being touched, even
by her own brother; at the wedding, she tells Qeuntin
several times not to touch her (p. 134).

The greatest

irony here is that she chooses prostitution as a means
to live and, thus, to "die."

This choice may be

indicative of an intense self-hatred which she harbors
throughout her life.

Although she does produce a child,

she is sterile in the sense that she derives no pleasure
from the sex act and, therefore, epitomizes a state of
permanent frigidity.

What is so disturbing about

Caddy is that she is aware of the implications of her
actions and lets herself become a haunted, driven
woman:

"There was something terrible in me sometimes at

night I could see it grinning at me I could see it
through them grinning at me through their faces it's
gone now and I'm sick" (p. 131).

As she is described

in the Appendix, Caddy with the Nazi general is merely
a shell.
Finally, Caddy may possess an attraction to evil.
First, her father sees women naturally inclined to evil,
with Caddy as no exception.

As he tells Quentin,
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Women are like that they dont acquire knowledge of people we are for that they are just
born with a practical fertility of suspicion
that makes a crop every so often and usually
right they have an affinity for evil for
supplying whatever the evil lacks in itself
for drawing it about them instinctively as
you do bedclothing in slumber. .
(p. 115)

Mr. Compson's opinion of women may be very important in
the final analysis.

John W. Hunt in William Faulkner:

Art in Tehological Tension comments that Cleanth Brooks
believes Mr. Compson takes a viewpoint toward women
9
"consistently represented in Faulkner's work."
Faulkner does apparently believe that woman is the
origin of both good and evil, and Caddy is undeniably
associated several times in the novel with the Edenic
myth, the Fall of Man.

Melvin Backman in Faulkner:

The Major Years states that the stain on Caddy's drawers is
representative of more than her indiscriminate sexual
behavior; when Dilsey emerges from the house and sees
Caddy in the tree, she calls her Satan and orders her
down, ". .

as if Faulkner were associating Caddy's

stained bottom with Satan and the forbidden tree in Eden,
10
as if he were associating her stain with original sin."
Boyd Davis in "Caddy Compson's Eden" contends that Caddy
climbs the pear tree to view the funeral so that she may
gain knowledge even though the gain means a loss of
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innocence.

11

But her family tries to deny her growth ;

and her Eden is, therefore, a sterile one, according to
Davis (p. 393).

He is right in stating that her

efforts to grow are thwarted; but she allows that to
happen.

Caddy does not make her life fulfilled; she is

responsible for her actions that lead to her death-inlife existence.

Gladys Milliner in "The Third Eve:

Caddy Compson" gives an interesting summation of Caddy
Compson as she is perceived by different people:

As Benjy sees her, she is a woman with the
natural innocence of the First Eve and the
motherly instinct of the Second Eve. As
Quentin sees her, she is a woman with the
purity of the Second Eve that is destroyed
by the sexual attraction and taint of sin of
the First Eve. As Jason sees her, she is
the fallen Eve, who must bear the blame for
sin, while he profits from the wages of her
sin, never admitting that he is equally
guilty in his own sterile sexual affair. As
Faulkner sees her, she has the beauty of the
human spirit, but is doomed as a woman
12
despite her curiosity, courage, and strength.

While Milliner is too sentimental about Faulkner's view,
her judgment is otherwise shrewd; however, by the end
of The Sound and the Fury, Caddy has lost all of her
admirable qualities that she possessed as a child and is
not of heroic stature, as the critic implies.

Instead,

she is cold, empty; for Faulkner, she is representative
of modern woamn.

She is neither strong nor admirable;
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in the final analysis, only Dilsey possesses those
qualities, thereby providing "the beauty of the human
spirit."

Looking carefully at the whole pattern of her

life, one must perceive that the culpable side of
Caddy is dominant, if he really considers Faulkner's
entire depiction.

Chapter III
Joanna Burden

Light in August may be perceived as a study of
racial relations as well as a study of unnatural sexual
relationships.

The focal point is Joe Christmas, the

illegitimate son of a circus man believed to be partly
Negro and of a white girl named Milly Hines.

When

Milly's father, old Doc Hines, finds out about the
girl's illicit sexual conduct, he kills the circus man
and allows his daughter to die in childbirth.

Young

Christmas spends his early years at an orphanage where
he is taunted by the children for having Negro blood.
One day he slips into the dietician's room for a taste
of toothpaste (of which he is fond) and hides in the
closet when he hears the dietician and her lover come
in.

After being discovered, he expects and wants punish-

ment from the dietician, who is terrified that he will
tell, but receives none.

As a result of this experience,

Christmas develops a strong distrust and dread of women.
At age five, Christmas is adopted by a strict
Protestant named Simon McEachern, who does not spare the
rod in the boy's upbringing.

Christmas' pride and

stubborn will clash many times with the farmer's; this
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experience helps to shape the boy into a moody, withdrawn, and, at times, almost inhuman man.

When he falls

in love with a small town prostitute named Bobbie Allen,
his initial distrust of women is reinforced, first,
when he learns that he is not the only man she sleeps
with, and, second, when she leaves town with her
cronies, thereby deserting him.

For many years after

this, Christmas wanders from one place to another; he
has many sexual encounters but never develops emotional
attachments.
At age thirty-three, Christmas arrives in Jefferson,
Mississippi, and takes a Negro's job of shoveling sawdust
in a lumber mill.

He is quietly observed by Byron

Bunch, a soft spoken, reserved man who has worked at the
mill for years.

There Christmas meets Joe Brown (alias

Lucas Burch), who becomes his partner in the bootlegging
business.

Since his arrival in Jefferson, Christmas

has lived in a Negro shack on the land of Joanna Burden,
a Calvinistic spinster,

A Yankee, a lover of negroes, about whom in
the town there is still talk of queer relations with negroes in the town and out of
it, despite the fact that it is now sixty
years since her grandfather and her brother
were killed on the square by an exslaveowner
over a question of negro votes in a state
election. But it still lingers about her and
about the place: something dark and outlandish and threatful, even though she is
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but a woman and but the descendant of them
whom the ancestors of the town had reason
(or thought that they had) to hate and
dread. (p. 42)

Joanna's ideal in life, handed down by her forefathers,
is to elevate the level of the Negro in society; she
has spent tier life assisting Negro colleges, advising
young Negroes, and contributing to funds for their
development.

When Joanna and Christmas become lovers,

she passes through phases of rigid, manlike submission,
uncontrollable sexual ardor, and, finally, religious
fanaticism.

As she begins to pray for his lost soul,

Christmas again feels the treachery of woman and,
believing that he is fated, kills her after she attempts
to shoot him.

Free for several days, Christmas finally

turns himself over to the authorities but escapes from
jail F.hortly thereafter.
Seeking shelter, he enters the home of Reverend
Gail Hightower, an inactive Presbyterian preacher who
has spent his life obsessed with his grandfather's
seemingly heroic death during the Civil War.

There

Christmas is apprehended by Percy Grimm, a Nazi forebear
who shoots and castrates him.

Byron Bunch--Hightower's

only friend--has periodically informed the preacher
about the occurrences involving Christmas and also about
a young pregnant woman named Lena Grove, who is searching
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for the father of her child.

(The father is Joe Brown.)

During her stay in Jefferson, she is assisted both by
Bunch, who secures her a place to stay, and by Hightower,
who delivers her baby.

These three people provide the

positive element so desperately needed in Light in
August in that they become involved with one another and,
hence, with life.

As the novel closes, Lena, her child,

and Bunch embark on a sojourn in Tennessee.
That Joanna Burden is an aberrant female in
Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha world is evident upon consideration of her sexual behavior previously mentioned.
However, her aberrations extend beyond this isolated
example.

First, Joanna shows destructive tendencies

toward herself, toward the Negroes whom she professes
to help, and toward Christmas in particular.

She is

destructive toward herself because for much of her life
she reveals an external strict piety and conceals an
innate corruption which inevitably leads to her
destruction; she lacks a truly moral Christian foundation as evidenced by her fanaticism.

The narrator in

Light in August at one point compares her depravity to
Christmas':
corrupted.

"Within six months she was completely
It could not be said that he corrupted her.

His own life, for all its anonymous promiscuity, had
been conventional enough, as a life of healthy and
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normal sin usually is" (pp. 245-46).

But Joanna's

destructive attitude extends also to the Negroes, to
the very people for whom she has worked a lifetime.
In The Tangled Fire of William Faulkner, William Van
O'Connor declares that Christmas is aware that Joanna
gives of herself to the Negroes without beneficent
thought of Christian charity; she senses only "an obligation to carry out God's design in a depraved world."1
This is an astute judgment.

Further, Joanna tells

Christmas that she early began to view black people as
things, as a curse upon her and the entire white race;
she inherited this view from her father, who assures
her, "The curse of the black race is God's curse.

But

the curse of the white race is the black man who will
be forever God's chosen own because He once cursed
Him" (p. 240).

Perhaps Joanna's destructive nature is

best viewed in her relationship with Christmas, who is
drawn toward her and, thus, to his ruin.

Joanna, in a

sense, betrays Joe Christmas because she should have
been the one person in the novel to accept him for himself.

But she does not.

She cannot view him as a

person; instead, he becomes for her the symbol of the
white man's curse.

By the time he reaches Jefferson,

Christmas seems to have achieved a kind of peace with
his obscure identity, but Joanna proceeds to bring about
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his end as well as her own.

Ilse Dusoir Lind in "The

Calvinistic Burden of Light in August" accurately
points out that Joanna persists in treating Christmas
as a "nigger":

she leaves his food on the kitchen

table but does not remain while he eats, and she does
not allow him in any other room in the house except the
2
bedroom.

Christmas naturally knows that Joanna Burden--

a first degree hypocrite--does not accept him on equal
grounds.

Williams perceives Joanna as a destructive

force even in her final religious stage:
She seeks to destroy and dissolve, rather
than to mete out spiritual justice. When
she aims the monstrously cocked pistol at
Joe, she asks for no mathematical concept
of payment, but for his reabsorption into
the elements out of which he arose. (p.

This assertion is correct--her motivation is certainly
not petty female vengeance.

Furthermore, Richardson

declares that she becomes so involved with her personal
needs--both physical and spiritual--that she will go any
length to satisfy them, even to murder (p. 87).

True,

Joanna's third phase of religious fanaticisr finds her
at her most harmful because then she attempts to change
Christmas, and when she cannot, she tries to murder him.
As Richardson states, "This is when woman becomes most
destructive--when she forces upon man a condition
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contrary to his nature" (p. 87).
The next deviant characteristic exhibited by
Joanna is her abnormal sexual conduct, a main concern
of Faulkner in Light in August.

Page comments that

Joanna Burden and Joe Christmas avenge themselves
upon each other in their erotic relationship:

Christmas

hates the female element in Joanna while she resents
the Negro part of him that has helped produce her overriding guilt.

Thus, declares Page, their sexual

relationship is indicative of both of their aberrant
natures since they breed hate and disgust rather than
love and understanding (p. 149).

Joanna's relationship

with Christmas goes through three distinct phases:
Joanna's masculine surrender of her long kept virginity;
her nymphomaniac stage; and her religiously fanatical
stage when she attempts to change Christmas.
In the first stage, Christmas views a woman who
seems like two different ones:

in appearance, she

represents another woman to him, another "horizon of
physical security and adultery" (p. 221); however, when
he seduces her, she becomes the hardened, manlike woman
who has assumed a lifetime of masculine responsibilities.
In her Christmas finds ". . . no feminine vacillation,
no coyness of obvious desire and intention to succumb
at last.

It was as if he struggled physically with
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another man for an object of no actual value to either,
and for which they struggled on principle alone" (p. 222).
During the nights, Christmas comes and goes as he pleases,
for the doors to the Burden house are never locked.

At

times, he is harsh, even brutal, when he takes her,
but she apparently does not mind because she does not
attempt to deter him in the least; "It was almost as
though she were helping him, with small changes of
position of limbs when the ultimate need for help arose"
(p. 223).

Especially important to this study is the

evidence of Joanna's moral and spiritual degeneration
during this phase:

"As upon another life he looked back

upon that first hard and manlike surrender, that surrender terrific and hard, like the breaking down of a
spiritual skeleton the very sound of whose snapping fibers
could be heard almost by the physical ear.

." (p. 242).

In the second phase, Joanna abandons all reserve
and totally casts off all traces of her Calvinistic
upbringing, except the conscience that periodically
reminds her of her sin.

Fiedler states that the behavior

of Joanna and her fictional sisters of uncontrollable
sexual desire is a clear implication that man is at the
mercy of woman's perverse antics (p. 320).

If Joanna

is as decadent and morally aberrant as Faulkner suggests,
her influence on humanity must be negative.

Here is a
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most interesting passage from the novel depicting
Joanna Burden "in the wild throes of nymphomania"
(p. 245):
. . . sometimes he would have to seek her
about the dark house until he found her,
hidden, in closets, in empty rooms, waiting,
panting, her eyes in the dark glowing like
the eyes of cats. Now and then she appointed
trysts beneath certain shrubs about the
grounds, where he would find her naked, or
with her clothing half torn to ribbons upon
her, in the wild throes of nymphomania, her
body gleaming. . . . She would be wild
then, in the close, breathing halfdark without walls, with her wild hair. each strand
of which would seem to come alive like
octopus tentacles, and her wild hands and
her breathing "Negro! Negro! Negro!"
(p. 245)
For a while Joanna lives joyously and freely with her
eortic drive, striving to make up for forty years of
total unfulfillment.

(Her act may be interpreted

either as a complete immersion into bestiality or as a
belated but positive acceptance of the pleasure principle;
but any positive elements are quickly negated by her
third and final phase, as we shall see.)
exclamations of "Negro!

However, her

Negro!" verify the assertion

that she cannot accept Christmas as an individual; she
loves the idea of being brutalized and ravaged by a black
man.

Further, we are told that she eagerly desires the

sound of obscene words uttered by Christmas and herself
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during sexual intercourse.

Geismar intelligently reveals

the extent of Joanna's perversity when he remarks, "It
is not, indeed, the brutalized, amoral, tortured negro,
by now hopelessly lost, condemned to his crime, who
violates the spinster, but now the virgin who corrupts
the criminal" (p. 166).

Christmas understands that his

experiences with Joanna are equivalent to his being
submerged into a "sewer" (p. 242).

Richardson perceives

Light in August as Faulkner's "best exposition of the
malignant power of sexual irresponsibility" because this
theme is repeated by different women throughout the novel
(p. 80).

According to Richardson, in the dietician,

the small town prostitute, and the aging spinster,
there is a common characteristic that leads to Joe
Christmas' destruction:
their own needs (p. 81).

a desperate desire to satisfy
Richardson is right in

emphasizing the lack of responsibility and lack of
human concern displayed by Joanna Burden and the other
women.

Late in this stage, Joanna's realization of her

depravity is made clear when she fervently hopes to live
a while longer in her carnal state before her Puritan
consciousness inevitably regains control of her nature.
As the omniscient narrator declares, "What was terrible
was that she did not want to be saved" (pp. 249-50).
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But her Calvinistic inclinations are so strong that they
ultimately prevail--thus, stage three.
Richardson rightly remarks that her transition
from nymphomaniac to religious fanatic is achieved with
small effort when she reaches menopause and an accompanying decrease in sexual drive (p. 85).

Now she attempts

to persuade Christmas to take over the administration
of her financial affairs and to attend a Negro college,
but Christmas' ambivalent attitude about his identity
does not allow him to accept his designation of Negro
from an outside source.

However, Joanna's fatal mistake

is to pray for Christmas' soul and to urge him to pray
so that he might be saved.

Joanna's prayers are

Christmas' motive for murder.

Malin asserts that

Christmas associates this prayer episode with a similar
one involving Simon McEachern as the rigid persuader;
Christmas is forced to kill Joanna when she becomes
"sexless," in essence, McEachern (p. 36).

This is a

feasible interpretation.
Another indication that Joanna is aberrant is that
she is an incongruous mixture of masculine and feminine
characteristics.

First, she is described many times in

masculine terms:

her voice is "without source, steady,

interminable, pitched almost like the voice of a man"
(p. 227); further, in her intonation there is "nothing
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soft, feminine, mournful and retrospective" (p. 235).
Also, her face is described as manlike, and she wears
shapeless, ugly garments that are more suitable for a
man.

Page remarks that Joanna's physical appearance is

as horrible as her actions, especially in her masculine
surrender to Christmas (p. 149).

Her lover notices the

incongruity of her character when ".

. by day he

would see the calm, coldfaced, almost manlike, almost
middle-aged woman who had lived for twenty years alone,
without any feminine fears at all . . . (p. 244).
Joanna's abnormality is noted in their first encounter
in the kitchen when, "utterly unalarmed," she confronts
Not

a stranger with questionable integrity (p. 218).

only is Joanna depicted as masculine in her appearance
and attitude but also in her vocational choice.

Like

her father and grandfather, she sacrifices her life for
the improvement of the black man's condition; however,
Page declares that in so doing Joanna neglects and
negates her natural role as female and also denies her
normal sexual drives (p. 149).

Moreover, the critic

states that she is driven by a force--her family's
past--and is, consequently, alienated from everything
around her (p. 148).

True, her lack of participation

in family and community affairs is an indication that
her feminine role has been thwarted.

In short, because
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of the negation of her proper role, Joanna ". . . is
plagued by guilt, thwarted sexuality, and sterility,"
according to Page (p. 148).

This guilt and barrenness

relate directly to her rejection of the pleasure
principle.
Since Joanna is from a strict Calvinistic tradition,
she is not well versed in passion as are those of the
Catholic tradition.

In fact, she has denied this

principle throughout her life until her meeting with
Joe Christmas; however, even their violence during the
sexual act indicates a distaste for or uneasiness with
the erotic drive.

Also, she is an exemplar of sterility,

which is associated with Protestantism.

Her repression

of the erotic drive is especially demonstrated by her
religious fanaticism (excessive praying) and by her
attempted violence upon Christmas immediately before
her own death.

As a part of the rigid Protestant doc-

trine, violence is often present; Lind comments, "On
Joanna Burden's side the continuity of aggressiveness is
even more militant and dangerous.

The black pistol with

which Joanna threatens Joe had been carried by her
grandfather and had been used many times lethally"
(p. 322).

Lind is right in asserting that the woman is

carrying on the tradition of violence inherent in her
family.

Further, an unease with the pleasure principle
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is associated with death, in this case, physical; as
Page posits, "Normal sexuality produces new life, but
thwarted sexuality as it is examplified by Joanna
Burden is characterized by lust and nymphomania and
culminates in sterility and violent death" (p. 149).
Finally, Joanna Burden's attraction for evil must
be assessed.

Backman asserts that numerous times in

Faulkner's novels the male characters react strongly
against women and sexuality; specifically, Joe Christmas'
abhorrence of women culminates in his experience with
Joanna Burden.

Backman states, "In the face of this

threat Horace Benbow surrendered, Quentin Compson
drowned himself, but Joe Christmas was to murder woman
though it would cost him his life" (p. 76).

Christmas

fears and distrusts women because they always bring
disorder and disharmony into his life; many times
Faulkner presents woman as a threat to man as evidenced
by this statement regarding Christmas as a boy:
tt .

. he was too young yet to escape from the world of

women for that brief respite before he escaped back into
it to remain until the hour of his death" (p. 113).
Throughout Light in August, the association between
woman and evil is emphatically acknowledged; for example,
the dietician at the orphanage is described as having a
"natural female infallibility for the spontaneous
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comprehension of evil" (p. 117).

Even the kindly

Mrs. McEachern is affiliated with evil when she hides
money in a hole in the attic wall; "It was the woman
who, with a woman's affinity and instinct for secrecy,
for casting a faint taint of evil about the most trivial
and innocent actions" (p. 157).

Although Simon

McEachern in his religious fanaticism mistreats
Christmas, the boy instinctively hates the woman, Mrs.
McEachern, who tries to befriend him.

And certainly

Joanna Burden is no exception to the deliberate pattern
of repulsive female.

In "Faulkner's Garden:

Woman and

the Immemorial Earth," Karl E. Zink properly asserts
that Joanna has a "fanatic dedication to the abstraction,
3
Sin, rather than to honest sexual gratification."
Further, in the novel Joanna is often referred to in terms
of swamp imagery that connotes Christmas' drowning and
her association with evil by snake implications.
Christmas becomes afraid when Joanna comes to represent
"a sewer" (p. 242) and "a bottomless morass" (p. 246).
Further, Joanna possesses ". . . that rotten richness
ready to flow into putrefaction at a touch, like something growing in a swamp .

." (pp. 247-48).

The

concept of woman as demoralizing, even evil, force is
perfectly clarified in Light in August.
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In all fairness, the acknowledgement must be made
that Joanna Burden, despite her aberrant nature,
possesses a dimension of honor and dignity that neither
Temple Drake nor Caddy Compson has in the final perspective.

Lind realizes the importance of this

assertion when he states that, because of the objectivity
of her section, Joanna
. . . appears monstrous, whereas Joe, whose
disturbed personality we understand because
of the detail and skill lavished on his early
years, seems poignantly human. Yet that
Faulkner intends to equate Joanna and Joe as
victims of analogous cultural neuroses is
suggested in his designation of them as nametwins (Joe and Joanna) and in his care to
supply each with a genealogy covering three
generations. (p. 310)
Joanna is not, in reality, a victim as Christmas is;
although she is driven by her past, she essentially gives
her life its direction and is, thus, made accountable
for her actions.

She becomes isolated from family and

community by her own choice.

Nevertheless, she ulti-

mately holds to a vestige of honor that is important in
the final analysis since it results from the tragedy of
life.

Light in August is undeniably dark in nature, but

the Reverend Gail Hightower and even Joe Christmas and
Joanna Burden do achieve a kind of worth that becomes
admirable.

Although they destroy each other in a
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physical sense, Joe Christmas and Joanna Burden do
endure:

"And they would stand . . . in the quiet dusk

people, as though from their loins, by a myriad ghosts
of dead sins and delights, looking at one another's still
and fading face, weary, spent, and indomitable" (p. 264).

Conclusion

Having examined three specific cases of Faulkner's
use of the aberrant female character, what conclusions
may we draw about this type?

Vincent F. Hopper in

"Faulkner's Paradise Lost" comments that the author's
woman, along with the Negro and the poor person,
symbolizes physical or sensual force while the white,
rich man represents intellectual or spiritual force.'
Hopper's interpretation is an attempt to align Faulkner's
characters with the Chinese dichotomy of Yin-Yang, an
attempt that is feasible but perhaps not completely
sound since analyses of the author's characters are
not always so simple.

Jackson offers another possibility

when she argues that Faulkner's women, both aberrant and
normal, are part of an archetypal pattern; "They become
no longer projections of psychologically questionable
attitudes, nor even just updated Shakespearean heroines.
They become reflections, or distortions, of the White
Goddess, as life-giver and destroyer" (p. 19).

This

idea refers to the previously mentioned one that
Faulkner's women generally fall into either the creative
or the destructive type, and is a valid observation.
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Another (and perhaps the most important) use of
Faulkner's deviant women may be that of cultural symbol.
To explain, Faulkner may be implying that the corruption
of women is indicative of a cultural disintegration
since women generally represent the nucleus of family
and community affairs.

Caddy Compson is a social

outcast, Temple Drake an adolescent bitch, and Joanna
Burden a sterile spinster; these women, along with
several others, venture outside of their traditional
spheres and, as a result, bring about despair and death.
Geismar agrees with this interpretation of woman as
symbol of the decadence of the modern world when he
argues, "How shall the artist more aptly convey his
total protest than to portray the Female source of life
as itself inherently vicious?" (p. 180).

Richardson,

too, asserts that, especially in his earlier works,
Faulkner expressed unhappiness with the "moral vacuum
in society" and illustrated this dearth by the destructive type of woman (p. 66).

How ironic is Faulkner's

choice of symbol since woman has traditionally been the
very core and mainstay of society.
In summation, perhaps a good explanation for the
complex and differing women in Faulkner's fiction is
that they may represent both the limitations and
potentialities of mankind.

Jackson's observation is
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correct that Faulkner's ". . . involved and sometimes
tortured pictures of women are tributes to woman's
capacity for both the heights and the depths of
emotional existence.

Faulkner's women are capable of

acts of both infinite devotion and terrible fury"
(p. 17).

And the author would surely say that one act

is as necessary as the other, as the old Negro in The
Fable comes to understand.

Further, Faulkner himself

expressed in his Nobel prize speech as recorded in
Robert A. Jelliffe's Faulkner at Nagano that even in
his worst depravity man (and woman) has "a spirit
2
capable of compassion and sacrifice and endurance."
Ultimately, the best rationale for Faulkner's use of
aberrant characters is given by David M. Miller in
"Faulkner's Women":
In the very violence of animal passion
Faulkner sees a force which makes it possible
for him to say of the entire human race as
he says of Dilsey--"They endured." The
inability of man to control his passion
often works the destruction of the individual, but it insures the continuation of 3
the race; even the Compsons have children.
Thus, an astute reader of Faulkner's novels should note
the remarkably consistent pattern which the author
creates in dealing with his disturbingly abnormal women
characters.

The reader should ponder the significance
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of the destructive tendency in these women, their
rejection of the maternal role and lack of sexual fulfillment, the masculine traits that warp their
femininity, and the conflict between the Protestant
and Catholic minds regarding carnal pleasure.

And,

finally, one should be aware of cosmic overtones which
deal with the Creation as well as the end of the world.
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